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Holographic paper labels are one of the latest developments in the hologram industry and are used 

instead of normal paper labels. These kinds of labels are 2 in 1 labels which have the advantage of 

security and identity.
 
We specialize in making Paper Holographic Labels. If you use both holograms and ordinary paper 

labels this solution is an ideal suggestion for your brand. These holographic paper labels are known to 

create a brilliant visual effect and offer evidence against tampering. Our range of holographic paper 

labels are the measure of authenticity of an object and are available at competitive market.

We are a renowned manufacturer and exporter of a wide range of paper label with hologram, which is 

obtainable in diverse shapes, sizes and colors. With the usage of most advanced techniques and methods 

we have designed and printed our excellent array of holograms. These are actually based on the method 

where holography strip is moved on the paper labels to offer uniqueness and complete security. In 

addition to this, they can also be added with security inks such as UV inks and serial numbers. Our labels 

with hologram are ideal where additional labels are required, for instance food and beverage packages, 

automobiles, bar code and many more..

We have developed customized holographic paper which is bridgeable in nature and can help to erase 

the duplicity from the market. Paper holograms are the future of hologram industry and we are on the 

efforts to give customers something different, unique and cost effective through our

We provide them in various customizations.

Hologram paper Labels

 customized holographic paper solutions. 
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Paper label with scratch of hologram.  

We arealso providing the scratch holograms with self-adhesive paper label. The paper-based label can 

be used as a seal, or as an information label, whilst at the same time providing the authenticity supplied 

by the holographic scratch labels. The paper label with hologram is ideal for cases were additional 

holographic scratch labels are needed, such as food and beverage packages where ingredients and 

nutritional information must be provided. The paper label with hologram will work as two-in-one labels 

in these cases.

We also have the facility of offering them in full color combinations. The availability of technical 

expertise and professional manpower enables us to offer them in customized finishes and technical 

specifications as desired by our clients.
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